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A six-parameter optical model for proton elastic scattering from Ca has been devel-
oped in which the real part of the potential has been generated from a matter distribu-
tion that reproduces the single-particle binding energies and electron elastic-scattering
cross sections. A Gaussian nucleon-nucleon force has been used and an optimum range
of 4.5+ 0.4 fm~ extracted. Improved fits are obtained with a density-dependent effective
interaction.

The reformulated optical model of Greenlees, Pyle, and Tang' has been used successfully to describe
proton elastic scattering from a range of nuclei under the assumption of a Woods-Saxon shape for the
matter distribution. Since the parameters of the mattex distribution are varied to fit the data it is not
possible to obtain information on the two-body force. The aim of the present work is to use matter
distributions known to reproduce experimental binding energies, single-particle levels, and electron-
scattering data, to generate an optical potential and to examine its sensitivity to various effective in-
teractions, by fitting proton elastic-scattexing data for O'Ca, We have taken matter distributions from
various nuclear structure calculations2 ' for use in our model, the potential for which has the form

~o p~(r) =V.(r)-VI(r)/1(o)-~~. f(r, rg, sr)+~lVD4~1~ f(r, r~, ~~)+ V. ~ p (r)~.1, (1)

where V,(r) is the potential due to a uniformly charge sphere of radius R, =r,A' ', f(r, r„az) is aWoods-
Saxon form factor, and p (r) is the matter distribution, and with

I(r) = fp.(~')f,.(l f' f"IÃ-r'+ fp,(r ') t»(l ~-~' I)&'r'

= f[p„(& )+p,(& )j 2[t, „(If:-f"I)+~»(I f' f" l)1&'-r'+ f[p.(r-) p,(f")]2-[~,„(lf r-
I) ~»-(l~--&'l)j~'r'

= fp (+')u. (I r=r'l)~'r'+ fp. .(r')u, (l r=f" I)+r', (2)

where t~ „(r) and t»(r) are respectively the pro-
ton-neutron and pxoton-proton paris of the effec-
tive interaction and p„,(r) =p„(r) p~(r) -is the neu-
tron excess distribution. For ~'Ca the lattex is
nearly zero so we are concerned only with the
first term in Eq. (2). We use two types of effec-
tive interaction, a Gaussian of the form u, (r)
=exp (-kr') and a density-dependent force known
to take into account the state dependence of the
two-body interaction. We use the Green form' of
the density-dependent effective interaction with

t„(r) = —', V,(r), t „(r)= —', [V,(r) +3V,(r)I,

where 8 and t refer to the singlet-even and trip-
let-even pa ts of t e interaction a d

V. ,(r) =c„,(&-~., p'"I r+~'I/2)V. , ,",
where V, , is the Kallio-Kolltveit potential'
specified by

V, , (r) =V, , exp(-k, ,r) for r&d, „.
=0 fox' r~d, ,

A recent modification of the reformulated mod-
el' has shown that inclusion of terms in the spin-

I orbit part other than the first-order term used
here does not improve the fit, so they have been
omitted in this model. Oux model does not in-
clude explicitly small effects due to antisymme-
trization or core polarization, except in their
simulation by the use of density dependence.
Once the mean square radius ((r')„=3/2k) of the
Gaussian nucleon-nucleon force has been deter-
mined there are six variable parameter s, V, 8'„
8'» V„r» and ar, whichever effective interac-
ti.on is used.

We have analyzed the pxoton-scattering data of
Ridley and Turnere and Cxaig et al."at 30 MeV,
Fricke et al."at 40 MeV, and Gross et al."at
35.8 and 45.5 MeV. For a preliminary evaluation
we analyzed the 35.8-MeV data with (r')„=4 fm'
for the nucleon-nucleon form factor. Three dif-
fexent matter distributions were used' ' and
when the six parameters were optimized it was
found that the model was unable to differentiate
between them, in visual quality of fit or X' (see
Table I). Since the Negele distribution' gave the
best fit and is probably superior on physical
grounds, this was used in all subsequent analy-
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TaMe I. Optical-model parameters obtained in fitting Ca proton elastic-scatter-
ing data.
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sis. Using this distribution an investigation was
carried out to determine the optimum (r')„. All
six parameters were varied for a range of values
of (r'), and the best fits were obtained at 4.8
+0.8, 4.2+1.0, 4.8+1.6, and 4.1+1.5 fm2, at 30,
35, 40, 45 MeV, xespectively. The exrors have
been assigned on the basis of a factor of 1.5 in-
crease in y2 from the minimum, so the value of
(r')„ is well determined, particularly at the low-
er energies where the data are more accurate.
In the modified, x eformulated optical model' the
quantity (r')„ is not determined because of the

larger number of degrees of freedom. The con-
sistency of the values of &r')„around the mean
of 4.5 +0.4 fm' (standard deviation) strengthens
the validity of this approach. The optimum fits
to the data with the Gaussian effective intex'action
with (r')» =4.5 fm' are shown in Figs. l and 2,
along with the optimum fits for a thirteen-param-
eter optical model that includes a suxface-deriva-
tive term in the xeal potential. "

We used both the weak (WDD) and strong (SDD)
prescriptions for the density-dependent effective
intexaction and the best fits obtained are also

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and the resulting parame-
ters in Table I. In all cases better fits could be
obtained with some form of density dependence
with improvements in y to about 3 of the best-fit
value with a Gaussian form factor at the higher
energies. The differences in the best-fit angular
distributions for the three effective interactions
become more pronounced as the incident proton
energy incx eases, so that by 45.5 MeV the differ-
ences are quite dramatic. It is evident that, pro-
vided the nucleax matter distribution is known,

proton elastic scattering is sensitive to the form
of the two-body interaction in nuclei.

%e have also calculated an effective mean
square radius (r'), „for the density-dependent
two-body effective interaction where, following
Slanina and McManus, '4

&r'),„=&r')„-(r'),

where &r')„and &r') are the mean-square radii
of the real central potential and matter distribu-
tions, respectively. We found (r2),„=8.8 fma

(SDD) and 4.4 fm' (WDD) which agree quite well
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FIG. 1. Fits to the differential cross-section data for
+Ca using, the niodel defined by ~. (1}for various ef-
fective interactions and for a thirteen-parameter opti-
cal model (Ref. 13).

with the value of 4.5 fm' obtained with the Gauss-
ian form factor, thus confirming that the effec-
tive mean square radius is a well-determined
quantity, within this model.

It is worth noting that this model tends to favor
a larger absorption radius than the conventional
model and often we obtain a negative value fox
the surface-absorption depth 8"~. The latter fea-
ture is due to a surface-volume ambiguity: It
was found that fits of similar quality, particular-
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FIG. 2. Fits to the polarization data that correspond
to the differential cross-section fits of Fig. 1.
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ly at the higher enex'gies, could be obtained with-
out surface absorption.

%e conclude that our six-parameter model,
generated from a matter distribution that repro-
duces the experimental binding enex gies, single-
particle energies, and electron-scattering cross
sections, is satisfactory in describing proton
elastic scattering and that, with the matter dis-
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tribution known, the model is sensitive to the
type of nucleon-nucleon interaction incorporated.
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We have observed the small-angle j dependence of (n, p) reactions for l = 1 and l = 2
reactions. The smaQ-angle effect appears to persist for cases where the large-angle
j dependence is smaQ or absent.

Both distorted-wave Born-approximation
(DWBA) calculations and rather general geomet-
rical considerations predict a small-angle j de-
pendence for (n, nucleon) reactions. ' The results
of Ref. 1 are that an appropriately weighted
average of the j=l+ —,

' and the j = l ——,
' angular

distributions will give the angular distribution
expected for no spin-orbit interactions and,
further, they predict that near 0' the j = l+ 2

cross section will drop relative to that for the

j=l -2. The magnitude of the effect will depend
on spin-orbit strengths but the sign is unique.
A previous small-angle study of (n, t) reactions
indicated small effects, ' presumably due to a
small spin-orbit force in the triton optical po-
tential. "

To test the small-angle prediction we studied
two reactions proceeding to /=1 states where
both the j = 2 and j =

2 states were observable.
These were "C(o,, p)"N and "¹(o., p)"Cu. Fur-
ther, we studied the reactions "Mg(n, p)"Al
and "Si(n,p)"P proceeding to levels with l = 2,

j = —,
' and —,'. These reactions were observed at

bombarding energies of 28 and 35.5 MeV. Pro-
tons were detected by conventional AE-E counter-
telescope methods at angles greater than 15
while small-angle data were obtained with an

absorber foil in front of a single semiconductor
detector. Overlapping points obtained with both
methods gave good agreement. The absorber
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FIG. 1. Angular distributions for the P&g& (0.0-MeV)
level and the P3y& (6.328-MeV) level of N. The curves
serve only to guide the eye. The upper j state shows
filling in of minima and a significant drop (compared
to the lower j state) at small angles.
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